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Debts and economy go hand in hand. As the economy of the country is going a little low, the PM,
David Cameron, asked all to settle off their debts but he does not that this is not going to help on a
large scale. People borrowing money and then some of them becoming debtors is a part of every
economy. Some feel that if people would be debtors or defaulters the demand would rise and there
would be a positive effect. On the other hand, some feel that when the citizens of the country, there
are negative effect on the economy of any country.  Prime Minister, David Cameron, a few months
back gave a speech that everyone should pay back their debts.

It was taken up as a politics from good thinkers but the effect one economy would be negative. It
should be seen in this way that if everyone would pay debts and would start saving from where will
demand would come? It is being said that his thoughts about economy was not so strong. Being the
prime minister of the country, he just wanted to tell all the citizens as well as the government that it
was just the right time not only for them but also for the economy of the country that they clear off
their debts. As the country was going to a kind of imbalance, it was a little necessary.

From the past ten years, the people of Britain had started borrowing quite a log of money. And
during this decade the debts on the households increased manifolds due to the rise in the domestic
products. One of the difficult things to handle is the debt levels of the private sector. Thus people as
well as the government both are sailing in the same boat. If the customers that are the people paid
off all their debts at a faster pace, the condition of the economy would still get down even more. The
official numbers show that the growth of economy has been extremely slow in 2011, even more than
2011. Are you facing huge debts they go for instant cash loans @
http://www.instantcashloansuk.co.uk and get easy cash and settle your pending debts with an ease.

Actually the government also realizes the reality and dilemma that the country is going through at
the present time. Thus, they are pleading that is asking countries with better economies such as
Germany, Japan as well as China to try and increase the domestic demands so that the deficit in
their own country improves.
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